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Abstract. Two primal-dual afﬁne scaling algorithms for linear programming are extended to semideﬁnite pro-
gramming. The algorithms do not require (nearly) centered starting solutions, and can be initiated with any
primal-dual feasible solution. The ﬁrst algorithm is the Dikin-type afﬁne scaling method of Jansen et al. (1993b)
and the second the classical afﬁne scaling method of Monteiro et al. (1990). The extension of the former has a
worst-casecomplexityboundof O.¿0nL/iterations,where¿0 isameasureofcentralityofthethestartingsolution,
and the latter a bound of O.¿0nL2/iterations.
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1. Introduction
The introduction of Karmarkar’s polynomial-time projective method for LP in 1984
(Karmarkar, 1984) was accompanied by claims of some superior computational results.
Later it seemed likely that the computation was done with a variant of the afﬁne scaling
method, proposed by Dikin nearly two decades earlier in 1967 (Dikin, 1967). The two
algorithms are closely related, and modiﬁcations of Karmarkar’s algorithm by Vanderbei
et al. (1986) and Barnes (1986) proved to be a rediscovery of the afﬁne scaling method.
Dikin’s afﬁne scaling method is a purely primal method, and the underlying idea is to
minimize the objective function over an ellipsoid which is inscribed in the primal feasible
region. Interestingly enough, polynomial complexity of Dikin’s afﬁne scaling method in
its original form has still not been proved.
In the primal-dual setting, the natural extension of the notion of afﬁne scaling is to
minimize the duality gap over some inscribed ellipsoid in the primal-dual space. A primal-
dualafﬁnescalingmethodisstudiedbyMonteiroetal. (1990)wheretheprimal-dualsearch
direction minimizes the duality gap over a sphere in the primal-dual space. This algorithm
maybeviewedasa‘greedy’primal-dualalgorithm, whichaimsforthemaximumreduction
of the duality gap at each iteration, without attempting to stay centered. The worst-case
iteration complexity for this method is O.nL2/.
Jansen et al. proposed a primal-dual Dikin-type afﬁne scaling variant in (Jansen et al.,
1993b) with improved O.nL/polynomial complexity. This search direction minimizes theP1: KCU
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duality gap over the so-called Dikin ellipsoid in the primal-dual space. The advantage of
this method is that each step involves both centering and reduction of the duality gap.
It was shown in (Jansen et al., 1993a) that the Dikin-type afﬁne scaling method (Jansen
et al., 1993) and the original primal-dual afﬁne scaling method (Monteiro et al., 1990) both
belong to a generalized family of afﬁne scaling directions.
In this paper we generalize both the primal-dual afﬁne scaling method of Monteiro et al.
(1990) and the method of Jansen et al. (1993b) to semideﬁnite programming (SDP). The
former will be referred to as the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling method, and the latter
as the Dikin-type primal-dual afﬁne scaling method (or Dikin step method).
Recently Muramatsu (1996) proved that the obvious extension of Dikin’s primal afﬁne
scaling algorithm to SDP can converge to an infeasible point. This gives added interest to
the analysis of the primal-dual variants discussed in this paper.
The extension of interior point methods from LP to SDP is currently an active research
area. TheﬁrstalgorithmswereextendedbyAlizadeh(1991)andNesterovandNemirovskii
(1994). Recently, much work has been done on primal-dual central path following algo-
rithms, see e.g., (Faybusovich, 1996; He et al., 1997) (primal methods), and (Kojima et al.,
1995; Monteiro, 1995; Potra and Sheng, 1995; Sturm and Zhang, 1995) (primal-dual meth-
ods). The methods here do not belong to any of these two classes, and as such constitute a
new approach. In particular, a nearly centered starting solution is not required, although the
worst case complexity bounds depend on the degree of centrality of the starting solution.
The importance of algorithms which can start from arbitrary feasible points is discussed
by Goldfarb and Scheinberg (1996), where they study trajectories leading to the optimal set
from arbitrary feasible starting points.
1.1. The semideﬁnite programming problem
We will work with the following standard SDP formulation of the primal problem (P):
min Tr.CX/
subject to Tr.AiX/ D bi; i D 1;:::;m
X º0





yi Ai C Z D C
Z º 0
where C and the matrices Ai are symmetric n £n matrices, b; y 2 IR m and ‘X º 0’ means
X is symmetric positive semi-deﬁnite. The matrices Ai are further assumed to be linearly
independent. We will assume that a strictly feasible pair .X; Z/ exists. This ensures a zero
duality gap (Tr.XZ/D0) at an optimal primal-dual pair (Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996).P1: KCU
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These assumptions may be made without loss of generality: A general primal-dual pair
of SDP problems may be embedded in a self-dual SDP problem with nonempty interior
and known interior feasible solution (De Klerk et al., 1996). The Newton system for the
embedding problem only has two added rows and columns.
The optimality conditions for the pair of problems (P) and (D) are
Tr.Ai X/ D bi; i D 1;:::;m
m X
iD1
y iA i CZ DC
XZ D0
X;Z º0:
The system of relaxed optimality conditions:
Tr.Ai X/ D bi; i D 1;:::;m
m X
iD1
y iA i CZ DC
XZ D¹I
X;Z Â0
has a unique solution fX.¹/; y.¹/; Z.¹/g which gives a parametric representation of the
central path as a function of ¹ (Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996).
1.2. Primal-dual afﬁne scaling search directions
Any set of feasible primal-dual search directions .1X;1y;1Z/must satisfy
Tr.Ai1X/ D 0; i D 1;:::;m
(1) m X
iD1
1yi Ai C 1Z D 0:
Note that 1X and 1Z are orthogonal, i.e., Tr.1X1Z/ D 0: After a feasible step .X C
1X; Z C 1Z/, the duality gap becomes Tr.X C 1X/.Z C 1Z/.
The search direction of the Dikin-type afﬁne scaling algorithm minimizes this duality
gapovertheso-calledDikinellipsoidinthescaledprimal-dualspace, whichwillbedeﬁned








subject to the conditions (1), where D is the Nesterov-Todd (NT) scaling-matrix













2 is the unique symmetric square root factor of Z.P1: KCU
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The classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling search direction minimizes the duality gap over
a sphere; the computation of this direction involves the solution of the system
1X C D1ZDD¡ X ; (4)
subject to (1). This direction is also well-known as the predictor direction in predictor-
corrector methods using the NT scaling (Sturm and Zhang, 1995).
1.3. Measure of centrality
The Dikin steps have the feature that the proximity to the central path is maintained, where





with ¸max.XZ/the largest eigenvalue of XZand ¸min.XZ/the smallest.1
The classical afﬁne scaling steps may become increasingly less centered with respect
to this measure which complicates the analysis somewhat. Note that ·.XZ/ ¸ 1 and
·.XZ/D1 if and only if XZ D¹I for some ¹>0, i.e., if the pair .X; Z/ is centered
with parameter ¹.
1.4. The algorithms
The two primal-dual afﬁne scaling algorithms can both be described in the following
framework:2
Generic short step primal-dual afﬁne-scaling algorithms
Input
A strictly feasible pair .X0; Z0/;
Parameters
A parameter ¿0 > 1 such that ·.X0Z0/·¿0;




® :D 1 p
n¿0 (Dikin-type steps);
® :D 1
nL¿0 (Classical afﬁne-scaling steps);
begin
X :D X0; S :D S0;
while Tr.XZ/>² do
Compute 1X, 1Z from (2) and (1)
(Dikin-type steps)
or from (4) and (1) (Classical afﬁne-scaling steps);P1: KCU
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X :D X C ®1X;
Z :D Z C®1Z;
end
end
We prove that the Dikin step algorithm computes a strictly feasible ²-optimal solu-
tion .X¤; Z¤/ in O.¿0nL/ steps, and this solution satisﬁes ·.X¤Z¤/ · ¿0. The classical
primal-dual afﬁne scaling algorithm converges in O.¿0nL2/steps, and the solution satisﬁes
·.X¤Z¤/·3¿0.
The paper is structured as follows. The Dikin step method is presented ﬁrst, and its
simple analysis is then extended to the classical afﬁne scaling method. In Section 2 is
shown how the two afﬁne scaling directions (3) and (4) are derived by working in a scaled
primal-dual space. It is shown how the two directions correspond to the minimization of
the duality gap over two different ellipsoids in the scaled space. In Section 3 conditions to
ensure a feasible steplength are derived, and convergence and the polynomial complexity
result for the Dikin-type afﬁne scaling method are proven in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6
the analysis is extended to the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling method.
1.5. Notation
The following notation will be used in the paper:
¸i.A/: ith eigenvalue of the n £ n matrix AI
¸max.A/ D max
i
¸i.A/; if ¸i.A/ 2 IR 8i I
¸ min.A/ D min
i
¸i.A/; if ¸i.A/ 2 IR 8i I












i .A/ if A symmetricI
kAk2 D .¸max.AT A//
1
2 (spectral norm)
D ¸max.A/ if A º 0I
½.A/ D max
i





Dcondition number of A if A Â 0I
A » B: The matrices A and B are similar;
Z
1
2 D unique symmetric square root factor of Z º 0:P1: KCU
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2. Minimizing the duality gap over ellipsoids
For strictly feasible solutions X Â 0 and Z Â 0 to (P) and (D) respectively, the scaling








In other words, the matrix D may be used to scale the variables X and Z to the same
symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix V. Note that




i.e.,V 2hasthesameeigenvaluesas XZandissymmetricpositivedeﬁnite. Asaconsequence
the duality gap is given by





We can similarly scale the primal-dual search directions 1X and 1Z via









The scaled directions DX and DZ are orthogonal by the orthogonality of 1X and 1Z, i.e.,























D 0; i D 1;:::;m:
The scaled Newton step in the V-space is deﬁned by
DV :D DX C DZ:
After a feasible primal-dual step 1X, 1Z the duality gap becomes
Tr..X C 1X/.Z C 1Z// D Tr..V C DX/.V C DZ//
D Tr.V 2 C VD V/;
where we have used the linearity of the trace as well as the property Tr.AB/DTr.BA/.P1: KCU
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2.1. The Dikin step direction
The search direction of the Dikin-type afﬁne scaling algorithm is derived by minimizing















Note that V C DV º 0i fD V is feasible in (6).








The transformation back to the unscaled space is done by premultiplying and postmultiply-









The Dikin-type primal-dual afﬁne scaling direction is obtained by solving (8) subject to the
conditions (1).
2.2. The classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling direction

















Note that kV ¡ 1
2 DVV ¡ 1
2k2 · 1 is equivalent to the condition
I º V ¡ 1
2 DVV ¡ 1
2 º¡ I:
This implies V C DV º 0 and V ¡ DV º 0 which in turn implies that
0 · Tr..V C DV/.V ¡ DV//
Dk Vk 2¡kD Vk 2;
or, kDVk2 ·k Vk 2(spherical constraint). Using this reformulation it is easy to show that
D¤
V D¡ V. Premultiplying and postmultiplying D¤
V D¡ Vby D
1
2 as before, one obtains
1X C D1ZDD¡ X : (10)
The solution of this equation subject to conditions (1) yields the classical primal-dual afﬁne
scaling direction.P1: KCU
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2.3. Solution of the linear systems









for the Dikin step direction and that (10) and (1) imply
n X
jD1
1yjTr.Ai DAjD/D¡ Tr.Ai X/; i D 1;:::;m; (12)
for the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling direction. The solution of these m £ m linear
systems yield 1y for the respective search directions. The coefﬁcient matrices of the
systems (11) and (12) are positive deﬁnite (for a proof, see Faybusovich, 1995). Once 1y
is known, 1Z follows from
Pm
iD1 1yi Ai D¡ 1 Z, and 1X is subsequently obtained from
(8) (Dikin steps) or (10) (classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling steps).
2.4. A note on the centrality measure
The centrality measure ·.XZ/deﬁned in (5) satisﬁes
0 · 1 ¡
1
·.XZ/
with equality holding on the central path. A different measure for proximity to the central













where¹ D Tr.XZ/=n D Tr.V 2/=n. Notethatonemayhave±.XZ/DO.
p
n/if·.XZ/D
O.1/. This shows that ·.XZ/·¿deﬁnes a larger neighbourhood of the central path than
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3. Feasibility of the Dikin step
We proceed with the analysis of the Dikin-type afﬁne scaling method, after which we will
extend the analysis to cover the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling method.
Having computed the Dikin step direction .1X;1Z/ from (8) and (1), a feasible
steplength must be established. Denoting
X.®/ :D X C ®1X; Z.®/ :D Z C ®1Z;
we establish a value N ®>0 such that X.N ®/ Â 0 and Z.N ®/ Â 0. The following lemma gives
a sufﬁcient condition for a feasible steplength N ®.
Lemma 3.1. If one has
det.X.®/Z.®// > 0 8 0 · ® ·N ®;
then X.N ®/ Â 0 and Z.N ®/ Â 0.
Proof: The function
f .®;¸/ :D det[.X C ®1X/¡¸I]
is continuously differentiable if ® 2 .0; N ®/ and ¸ 2 IR and is zero if ¸ is an eigenvalue of
X.®/. The implicit function theorem therefore implies that the eigenvalues of X.®/ (and
similarly of Z.®/) are continuous functions of ®.








The left hand side of Eq. (13) is strictly positive on [0; N ®]. This shows that the eigenvalues
of X.®/ and Z.®/ remain positive on [0; N ®]. 2
In order to derive bounds on ® which are sufﬁcient to guarantee a feasible steplength, we
need the following three technical results.





Proof: It is trivial to verify that
DXDZ C DZDX D
1
2
[.DX C DZ/2 ¡ .DX ¡ DZ/2]P1: KCU
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from which the required result follows. 2





where ½.¢/again denotes the spectral radius.
Proof: By Lemma 3.2 one has











.kV 2k/2 D ½.V2/
which is the required result. 2
Lemma 3.3. Let Q Â 0; and let S 2IR n£n be skew-symmetric. One has det.Q C S/>0 .
Moreover; if it is known that ¸i.Q C S/2IR .i D 1;:::;n/; then
0 <¸ min.Q/ · ¸min.Q C S/ · ¸max.Q C S/ · ¸max.Q/;
which implies ·.QCS/··.Q/.P1: KCU
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Proof: First note that Q C S is nonsingular since for all nonzero x 2 IR n:
x T . Q C S/x D x T Qx >0;
using the skew symmetry of S. We therefore know that
Ã.t/:Ddet[Q C tS]6D 0 8t 2 IR;
since tSremains skew-symmetric. One now has that Ã is a continuous function of t which
is nowhere zero and strictly positive for t D 0 as det.Q/>0. This shows det.Q C S/>0.
To prove the second part of the lemma, assume ¸>0 is such that ¸>¸ max.Q/. It then
follows that Q ¡ ¸I Á 0. By the same argument as above we then have .Q C S/ ¡ ¸I
nonsingular, or
det..Q C S/ ¡ ¸I/ 6D 0:
This implies that ¸ cannot be an eigenvalue of Q C S. Similarly, Q C S cannot have an
eigenvalue smaller than ¸min.Q/. This gives the required result. 2
We are now in a position to ﬁnd a step size ® which guarantees that the Dikin step will
be feasible. To simplify the analysis we introduce a parameter ¿>1 such that ·.XZ/D
·.V2/·¿. This implies the existence of numbers ¿1 and ¿2 such that
¿1I ¹ V 2 ¹ ¿2I;¿ 2 D ¿ 1 ¿: (14)
Lemma 3.4. The steps X.®/ D X C®1X and Z.®/ D Z C®1Z are feasible if the step
size ® satisﬁes ® ·N ®where










·.X.N ®/Z.N ®// · ¿:
Proof: We show that the determinant of X.®/Z.®/ remains positive for all ® ·N ® . One
then has X.N ®/; Z.N ®/ Â 0 by Lemma 3.1.
To this end note that
X.®/Z.®/ » .V C ®DX/.V C ®DZ/












® 2.D XD Z¡D ZD X/C
1
2
®.DXV C VD Z¡VD X¡D ZV/
¸
;P1: KCU
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since DX C DZ D¡ V3= k V2k . Thematrixinsquarebracketsisskew-symmetric. Lemma3.3
therefore implies that the determinant of [X.®/Z.®/] will be positive if the matrix







is positive deﬁnite. Note that M.0/ D V 2 Â 0 and ·.M.0// · ¿. We proceed to prove that
·.M.®// remains bounded by ·.M.®// · ¿ for 0 · ® ·N ® . This is sufﬁcient to prove that
M.®/ Â 0; 0 · ® ·N ® , and therefore that a step of length N ® is feasible.
Moreover, after such a feasible step we will have X.N ®/ Â 0, Z.N ®/ Â 0. The matrix
X.N ®/Z.N ®/thereforehaspositiveeigenvaluesandwecanapplythesecondpartofLemma3.3
to obtain
·.X.N ®/Z.N ®// · ·.M.N ®// · ¿:
We start the proof by noting that if ¸ is an eigenvalue of V 2 then .¸ ¡ ®¸2=kV2k/ is an




is monotonically increasing on t 2 [0;¿ 2]i f®·N ® , since N ® ·k V2k =.2¿2/. Thus
Á.¿1/I ¹ V2 ¡
®V4
kV2k









8 0 · ® ·N ®:



























This may be further simpliﬁed using
¿2
2 ¡ ¿¿2









®.DXDZ C DZDX/ º 0P1: KCU
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which is the second bound in the lemma. This completes the proof. 2
4. Convergence and complexity analysis
A feasible Dikin step of length ® reduces the duality gap by at least a factor .1 ¡ ® p
n/.
Formally, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Given a feasible primal-dual pair .X; Z/ and a steplength ® such that the










Proof: The duality gap after the Dikin step is given by
Tr.X.®/Z.®// D Tr..V C ®DX/.V C ®DZ//
D Tr.V 2 C ®V.DX C DZ//
D Tr
µ
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By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality one has
kVk2 D Tr.IV2/·k IkkV 2kD
p
n k V2k ;
which gives the required result. 2
We are now in a position to prove a worst-case iteration complexity bound.
Theorem 4.1. Let ²>0be an accuracy parameter; and let ¿0 >1 be such that ·.X0Z0/
·¿0. Further; let L D ln.Tr.X 0Z 0/=²/; and ® D 1
¿0
p
n. The Dikin Step Algorithm requires
atmost¿0nL iterationstocomputeafeasibleprimal-dualpair.X¤; Z¤/satisfying·.X¤Z¤/
·¿0 and Tr.X¤Z¤/ · ².
























since 0 ¹ ¿1I ¹ V 2. This shows that ® meets the ﬁrst condition of Lemma 3.4. Moreover,
it holds that kV 2k·¿ 2
p














The default choice of ® therefore meets the conditions of Lemma 3.4 and ensures a feasible
Dikin step.
The initial duality gap is Tr.X0Z0/ which is reduced at each iteration by at least a factor




























this will certainly be satisﬁed if
k
n¿0
¸ ln.Tr.X0Z0// ¡ ln² D ln
Tr.X0Z0/
²
which implies the required result. 2P1: KCU
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The O.¿0n/ complexity bound is a factor
p
n worse than the best known bound for primal-
dual algorithms, but this is due to the use of large neighbourhoods of the central path.
5. The classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling method
We return to the analysis of the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling algorithm. This analysis
isanalogoustothatoftheDikinstepmethod,butthereisonesigniﬁcantdifference: whereas
the Dikin steps stay in the same neighbourhood of the central path, the same is not true of
the classical afﬁne scaling steps. The deviation from centrality at each step can be bounded
at each iteration, though, and polynomial complexity can be retained at a price: the step





and the worst case iteration complexity bound becomes O.¿0nL2/.
We need to modify the analysis of the Dikin step algorithm with regard to the following:
— We allow for an increase in the distance ·.XZ/from the central path by a constant
factor t > 1 at each step;
— The steplength ® in (15) is shown to be feasible for ¿0nL2 iterations, provided that:
— We choose the factor t in such a way that the distance from the central path stays within
the bound ·.XZ/<3 ¿ 0for O.¿nL2/ iterations—the convergence criterion is met
before the deviation from centrality becomes worse than 3¿0.
6. Analysis of the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling method
Recall that the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling direction is obtained by solving
1X C D1ZDD¡ X ;
subject to (1). A feasible step in this direction gives the following reduction in the duality
gap:
Lemma 6.1. Given a feasible primal-dual pair .X; Z/ and assume that the afﬁne scaling
step with steplength ® is feasible; i.e.; X.®/ :D X C®1X Â 0; and Z.®/ :D Z C®1Z
Â 0. It holds that
Tr.X.®/Z.®// · .1 ¡ ®/Tr.XZ/:
Proof: Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.1. 2
As with the Dikin step analysis, we will also need the following bound:P1: KCU
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Proof: Follows from Lemma 3.2. 2
Nowlet¿ D ·.XZ/and¿0 D ·.X0Z0/forthecurrentpairofiterates.X; Z/andstarting
solution .X0; Z0/ respectively, and let ¿1;¿ 2satisfy (14). We also deﬁne the ampliﬁcation
factor




which is used to bound the deviation from centrality in a given iteration.
Lemma 6.3. If ¿ ·
3¿0
t ; then the steps X.®/ D X C ®1X and Z.®/ D Z C ®1Za r e





and the deviation from centrality is bounded by
·.X.N ®/Z.N ®// · t¿:
Proof: AsintheproofofLemma3.4,weshowthatthedeterminantof X.®/Z.®/remains
positive for all ® ·N ® , which ensures X.N ®/; Z.N ®/ Â 0 by Lemma 3.1.
As before, note that
X.®/Z.®/ » .V C ®DX/.V C ®DZ/
D V 2 C ®DXV C ®VD ZC® 2D XD Z











®.DXV C VD Z¡VD X¡D ZV/
¸
;
since DX C DZ D¡ V . The matrix in square brackets is skew-symmetric. Lemma 3.3
therefore implies that the determinant of [X.®/Z.®/] will be positive if the matrix




is positive deﬁnite. Note that M.0/ D V 2 Â 0 and ·.M.0// D ¿. We proceed to prove that
·.M.®// remains bounded by ·.M.®// · t¿ for 0 · ® ·N ® , for the ﬁxed ampliﬁcationP1: KCU
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factor t. This is sufﬁcient to prove that M.®/ Â 0; 0 · ® ·N ® , and therefore that a step of
length N ® is feasible.
Moreover, after such a feasible step we will have X.N ®/ Â 0, Z.N ®/ Â 0. The matrix
X.N ®/Z.N ®/thereforehaspositiveeigenvaluesandwecanapplythesecondpartofLemma3.3
to obtain
·.X.N ®/Z.N ®// · ·.M.N ®// · t¿:
To start the proof, note that
¿1.1 ¡ ®/I C
1
2
®2.DXDZ C DZDX/ ¹ M.®/
¹ ¿2.1 ¡ ®/I C
1
2
®2.DXDZ C DZDX/ 8 0 · ® ·N ®:
We will therefore certainly have ·.M.®// · t¿ if
t¿
·









Using ¿2 D ¿¿1 the last relation becomes
¿2.1 ¡ ®/.t ¡1/I C
1
2
®2.t¿ ¡1/.DXDZ C DZDX/ º 0: (16)
Since one has ½.DXDZ C DZDX/ · 1
2kVk2 · 1
2¿2n by Lemma 6.2, inequality (16) will
hold if
.1 ¡ ®/.t ¡1/¡
1
4
®2.t¿ ¡1/n ¸ 0: (17)










which is satisﬁed by N ® D 1
nL¿0. 2
We now investigate how many iterations can be performed while still satisfying the
assumption ·.XZ/·3¿ 0=tof Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 6.4. One has
·.XZ/·3¿ 0
for the ﬁrst nL2¿0 iterations of the classical primal-dual afﬁne scaling algorithm.P1: KCU
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Proof: By Lemma 6.3 one has
·.XZ/·¿ 0tk after k iterations,








<3¿0 if k · nL2¿0;
which gives the required result. 2
It only remains to prove that nL2¿0 iterations are sufﬁcient to guarantee convergence.
This is easily proved, analogously to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Formally we have the
following result:
Theorem 6.1. Let ²>0be an accuracy parameter; and let ¿0 > 1 be such that ·.X0Z0/
· ¿0. Further; let L D ln.Tr.X 0Z 0/=²/ and ® D 1
¿0nL. The classical primal-dual afﬁne
scaling algorithm requires at most ¿0nL2 iterations to compute a feasible primal-dual pair
.X¤; Z¤/ satisfying ·.X¤Z¤/·3¿0 and Tr.X¤Z¤/ · ².
Notes








‘»’ denotes the similarity relation.
2. The notation L D ln Tr.X0Z0/
² is used below to emphasize the analogy of the worst case iteration complexity
bound with the LP case; it has nothing to do with the bitlength of the output (which can be exponential in the
SDP case, even if the problem data is integer).
3. Thereissomeinconsistencyintheliteratureconcerningthedeﬁnitionoftheprimal-dualDikinellipsoid. Inthe




2k 2 ·1, which is
the same as kV ¡ 1
2 DXV ¡ 1
2 k2 CkV¡1
2DZV¡1
2k2 ·1. The deﬁnition used in this paper extends the deﬁnition
of Jansen et al. (1993b).
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